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Ordinary Technoethics



Institut Télécom / TEM Research / ETOS [email protected]



technoethics intersection Philosophy of Technology / Applied Ethics a vibrant future for phil-tech



PT



technoethics



AE



premonition in Bunge 1977 recent deployment in Luppicini and Adell 2008 foundational program in Mitcham 1997 (references on the last slides) 2
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ordinary Ideal Language / Ordinary language split in analytical philosophy see Rorty 1967, the Linguistic Turn textbook



1) Ideal Language from logical empiricism a neopositivistic project to construct science as a perfect language



2) Ordinary Language from Wittgenstein II, J.L. Austin, … a deflationist project to scrutinize real uses of language in everyday life and describe the implicit metaphysics in it 3



the problem with Ideal Applied Ethics my vision: an Ideal Technoethics trend is obvious in mainstream academic applied ethics favored by the current bureaucratic implementation of ethics in public and private affairs → a new language (Ethical Newspeak), scholastic disputes and agreements... → an ethical technocracy, or Establishment 4
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the problem with Ideal Applied Ethics How is ethics possible?



Rules, norms, duties, moral values?



metaethics normative ethics applied ethics How can we derive field-specific norms and values from (general) normative ethical options?



for medicine, business, engineering, warfare, parenting...



see Frey and Wellman 2003 for details 5



the problem with Ideal Applied Ethics



why a problem? because it does not work people (pretend to) read the Ethical Committee Recommendations, pin the Ethical Chart to the wall and let out a sigh …



we know why it does not work: Varela 1999, pragmatics of values: ethical action happens in situation: “immediate coping with what is confronting us”, concretely it is not a judgment after deliberate analysis



ethics is “skill”, not knowledge it can be an expertise, but a transparent one (not scholastic!) 6
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ordinary phil-tech → OT the importance of ordinary technologically-laden behaviors Borgmann 1984 + Borgmann 1995



focal things and practices → ordinary technoethics e.g. cooking a real meal for a real dinner



an expansion from the ontology of the ordinary involvement with artifacts to the implicit values in this involvement = not only significance (ontological and symbolic value) but action (pragmatic value)
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ordinary phil-tech → OT



skills not principles progressive and deep learning of ethical skills example (just one): writing an email more appropriate when to send it, to which one of the person's addresses, how long the message



→ ethical skills, in progress in everyone's ordinary life (private and professional) nothing in it comes from school, moral lectures or pious readings



the ordinary empowerment of users (≠ extraordinary technologies) it is what characterizes the Internet as a whole



= an ordinary ethical empowerment of users, consumers, citizens
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ordinary phil-tech → OT



applied examples: earphones, laptop... cellphones: choices – pay-as-you-go account and dumb-phone transportation: walking/driving – stairs – … food energy consumption violence representation (TV, movies, video games, etc.) → the micro-actions and micro-skills of OT 9



ordinary phil-tech → OT



end user empowerment technoethics on the user end / on the designer end OT consciously focuses on the user end even engineering ethics (designer end) is more and more driven by real uses e.g. food hygiene (fat and sugar) or food micro-politics (organic, no palm oil) → shaping the technostructure upwards from the bottom of the pyramid
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ressources and methods for OT 1- wisdom cultures not heroic wisdom (the sage as an exceptional hero), but ordinary wisdom everyone can be a junzi ( 君 performer of ethics



), the Confucian ordinary



awareness of the ordinary away from the “blasé Dasein” a Buddhist and Zen capacity of attention to the ordinary mindfulness psychology



self-reliance responsibility not as accountability (justification by discourse) but as ethical responsiveness (see Hershock 2006) 11



ressources and methods for OT



2- importance and care see Harry Frankfurt's importance of what we care about OT stresses the importance of micro-uses and micro-concerns with artifacts and invites us to take care directly = reappropriate moral agency some moral agency seems to be built-in in the artifact, most of the time, just because we do not (properly) care
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ressources and methods for OT



3- reappropriation ordinary sustainability reappropriate lost skills and do not delegate the essential (time, health, education, environmental accountability...)



satiety and frugality reappropriate the skills to cope with material and immaterial abundance
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concluding remarks shifts that Ordinary Technoethics involves: 1) a shift from the scholastic to the pragmatic 2) a shift from the political to the ethical 3) a shift from delegation to personal sustainability 4) a shift from avidity to frugality
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last slide this presentation online: http://michel.puech.free.fr contact: [email protected]
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Something is fascinating in the very idea of climate change as leading to a cultural change. ... science tries to make people understand that the problem is not the fact that the ... ambitious consensus program that boiled down to nothing) in my coun
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Aug 28, 2010 - not the scholastic (â€œanalyticâ€�) concept ... progress reinvented technoethics will be on the side of the user of ... the very idea of technoscience.
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communication network and a globalizing way of life blur the boundaries of human ... philosophy of technology, and sustainability are consequences of our ... In the post-modern and globalized world this fragmentation is the major impediment.










 








Philosophie de la technologie contemporaine ... - Michel Puech 

survey book. Puech effectively synthesizes continental and analytical concerns and highlights emerging social constellations in the information age. His goal is ...
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technology: Puech analyses the topics of progress, of technological practice, and questions the borders ... The major idea is to reinterpret the promises of.
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Proposer un cours sur Emerson et Thoreau Ã©tait un peu risquÃ©, mais ma ... nÃ©cessaires pour accÃ©der aux idÃ©es de Emerson et Thoreau, et les repÃ¨res permettant de les ...... nul ne connait les rÃ©elles capacitÃ©s de l'humain â€” si peu a Ã©tÃ© te
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This. Imagerie. En. Ophtalmologie. By. Michel. Puech. PDF on the files/S3Library-E2c7c-D1edc-Bc8c1-60127-0a1f5.pdf file begin with Intro, Brief Discussion until the. Index/Glossary page, look at the table of content for additional information, if pro
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Statement of purpose. This paper tackles the question â€œwhat is a sustainable culture?â€�. It construes sustainability issues, including climate change, as cultural ...
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and technology assessment within the humanities: (1) Political critique, ... institutions, cannot be the first choice in a reasonable vision of the good life and of .... The awareness of the significance of a micro-computer as a generative tool, the 
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The first outcome was the consultation process itself which ... appointments in universities he spent fifteen years in the construction industry working in ... Postgraduate diploma in Social and Vocational Rehabilitation Management in. University ...
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Sep 10, 2012 - Associate professor OF sociology at the National Taiwan University, Lin Kuo-ming (æž—åœ‹æ˜Ž), said the bureau had commissioned the department ...
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26 mai 2016 - le délai de trois (3) ans à compter de la souscription. ... En cas d'irrégularité ou de carence caractérisée, le Conseil d'Administration peut être ...
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Sep 10, 2012 - A two-day preparatory meeting before the formal consensus conference on the issue, scheduled to take place later this month, was held at ...
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PIERRE. JANVAL. CAUDE-CÃ”TE. CENTRE-VILLE. Rue Jean Puech. DÃ©nomination ... Ã€ proximitÃ© immÃ©diate de l'Ã©cole Pierre et Marie-Curie, de la mairie ...
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Languages: C++, Python. Libraries & APIs: CINEMA 4D C++ & Python SDKs. Tools: Sphinx. SoftwareEngineer at SOLIDANGLES.L. December 2010 - May 2011 ...
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I suggest that we replace the saying To survive today, one needs some digital .... Ivan Illich or E.F. Schumacher texts that a facetious teacher today can very easily sell ..... %20Digital%20Natives,%20Digital%20Immigrants%20 %20Part1.pdf.
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Utile dans tout travail de construction, de ragréage, de comblement de sols. (mortiers de ciment) ainsi que dans la pose de carreaux en marbre et en céramique.
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Apr 14, 2009 - For up-to-date information on GMP, please see the GMP web pages at ..... of a library 'libgmpxx.la' and header file 'gmpxx.h' (see Section 3.1 [Headers and ..... On an MS-DOS system DJGPP can be used to build GMP, and on an ..... Funct
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Jun 6, 2008 - technology, philosophy of contemporary wisdom â€¦ and I leave it ... to understand â€œsapiensâ€� to mean â€œknowing (scientifically)â€� is a category ...










 








VistaQuest Europe Roadmap 2009 .3 MP .3 MP 1.3MP 3.0 MP 1.3 

INT MEMORY. 8 MB SDRAM. 8 MB SDRAM. 8 MB SDRAM. 32 MB Flash. 32 MB Flash. 32MB Flash. SDRAM. SDRAM. 32 MB Flash. 32 MB Flash. 32 MB Flash.










 








PYLA MESH - MP Collections 

aux angles adoucis qui sont la marque des produits destinés à durer. Pyla Chair a la linéarité des chaises classiques et pourtant elle étonne par la modernité de ses formes. Líneas precisas y depuradas, tamaño importante pero compacto, formas marcada
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